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Principal; Brian Brightwell, Technology Director; and parents with student for the expulsion 

hearing.  
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Scott Gerrish, Superintendent, called the December 15, 2022 Monthly School Board 

Meeting to order.  He stated since the former President, Vice-President, and Secretary are no 

longer on the School Board, we will need to entertain a motion to appoint a president. The 

motion would need to include the wording that the offices will need to be held until the Spring of 

2024 due to changing to the March/May Election Cycle. At this time, Mr. Gerrish asked if we 

had a motion for president. (6:00 pm) 

 

Restructuring of School Board 

 

Motion #1 

Tim Roswell was nominated by Jason Weatherford and seconded by Audra Williams to serve 

as President of the School Board until the Spring of 2024 due to changing to the March/May 

Election Cycle. 

  

With no other nominations, action Carried, 6 to 0 (Tim Roswell abstained from voting.) 

 

At this time, Tim Roswell was recognized as President for the 2022-2023 school year and took 

over the meeting.  
 

Restructuring of School Board 

 

Motion #2 

Jason Weatherford was nominated by Zack McMillon and seconded by Terry Norwood to 

serve as Vice-President of the School Board until the Spring of 2024 due to changing to the 

March/May Election Cycle. 

  

With no other nominations, action Carried, 6 to 0 (Jason Weatherford abstained from voting.) 

 

At this time, Jason Weatherford was recognized as Vice-President for the 2022-2023 school 

year.  
 

Restructuring of School Board 

 

Motion #3 

Audra Williams was nominated by Brad Rogers and seconded by Terry Norwood to serve as 

Secretary of the School Board until the Spring of 2024 due to changing to the March/May 

Election Cycle.  

 

With no other nominations, action Carried, 6 to 0 (Audra Williams abstained from voting.) 

 

At this time, Audra Williams was recognized as Secretary for the 2022-2023 school year.  
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Drawing of School Board Member Terms 

Mr. Gerrish stated that after talking with Mr. Mixon, there are a couple of ways we can handle 

this. The board members could randomly say “I will draw first, another would say they would 

draw second, and so on”. The second way would be to place each board member name in a 

basket and Christi would randomly draw names, place them on the table, and that would be the 

order you would draw for terms. Mr. Gerrish noted that there are two (5) year terms, two (4) year 

terms, two (3) year terms, and one (2) year term. All of these would extend past the March/May 

Cycle of 2023 and into the March/May Cycle of 2024. Mr. Gerrish asked the board how they 

would like to proceed, and they said they did not have a preference. Mr. Gerrish said he 

recommended that we have Christi draw the order of names. At this time, Christi drew names, 

and the order was as follows: Craig Morton, Terry Norwood, Zack McMillon, Audra Williams, 

Jason Weatherford, Tim Roswell, & Brad Rogers. After drawing names, Christi let each board 

member draw for their term length. Craig Morton drew a two-year term, Terry Norwood drew a 

3-year term, Zack McMillon drew a 3-year term, Audra Williams drew a 4-year term, Jason 

Weatherford drew a 5-year term, Tim Roswell drew a 5-year term, and Brad Rogers drew a 4-

year term.  

 

Expulsion Hearing for (2) Students 

 

Student #1 (Parents and student were present and requested an open hearing.) 

 

At this time, Tim Roswell dismissed the board to go into closed session. (6:16 pm) 

Tim Roswell called the meeting back to order after closed session. (6:45 pm) 

 

Motion #4 

Moved by Audra Williams and seconded by Terry Norwood to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for suspended expulsion of an 11th grade student with the last (5) digits of 

their student ID being 18289, for the remainder of the 2022-2023 school year, for violation of 

Rule 10, Page 130 of the High School Parent/Student Handbook.  

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
 

Student #2 (No one was present to represent the student.) 

 

Motion #5 

Moved by Jason Weatherford and seconded by Brad Rogers to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for expulsion of a 10th grade student with the last (5) digits of their student ID 

being 17641, for the remainder of the 2022-2023 school year, for violation of Rule 10, Page 130 

of the High School Parent/Student Handbook. 

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
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District Spotlight 
First Steps to a Collaborative Culture – Kodie Potter, District Administrator of Instructional Programs 

 

Mrs. Potter told board members she was going to give them a little background of how this all started. Last spring 

when Mr. Gerrish was hired, this was a focus area for him to get us streamlined with our curriculum and that was 

stirred by our reading scores. Mrs. Potter said it was concerning as to why our students were not performing like 

they should on reading tests and proficiency. At that time, Mr. Gerrish pulled all of the Instructional Facilitators 

together and they started talking about what we could do. We need to all get on the same page with curriculum, it 

didn’t matter which one, and he was not pushing one, they just need to start in a place and follow through in all the 

buildings. That is what started us looking at common planning. The administrators got together in the lower 

buildings and decided wen could we have common planning for all of the teachers with the new curriculum to come 

together and decide what that would look like. She stated that when you roll out new curriculum, there are so many 

new pieces that go to it, you are not just teaching kids the new curriculum, you are teaching yourself the new 

curriculum, then you have to teach the kids. That had never really happened at Greene County Tech before, so this 

has been a really big deal us. She told board members the video they were going to see contained some snippets of 

the teachers talking and that is during some of the common planning time. She also said they would get to see some 

of the classrooms as well. At this time, Mrs. Potter played a short YouTube video. After the video, Mrs. Potter told 

board members we are working on our curriculum and literacy part of it but we have a lot of things to be proud of. 

Something we are excited about is the trip to Washington because we will be able to see a school that has the 

collaborative culture and we will be able to see where our holes are at here. We have started this in the lower 

buildings and they are getting comfortable with it and our instructional facilitators are moving along with them. As 

they are starting to get more comfortable with the lessons they are moving into looking at more data and look at 

more modeling. Mrs. Potter said next year for secondary we will have to do that as well. As our district moves and 

progresses we will look at what we need to tweak and fill the gaps. Mr. Gerrish said we are in the infant stages of 

professional learning community and people working together for a common cause. This is a process that will 

continue for years and it is a continual process of refinement. Mr. Gerrish said that just in a few months, the 

common time together has turned from initially what it was most needed for which was unpacking the new literacy 

curriculum and teaching us how to teach it, but it is already molding into something else. We already have so many 

little signs of growth. He shared with the board that in the beginning of the school year when we were bringing the 

teachers together for the collaborative common time, sometimes the question was asked “What are we doing? Why 

do we have to do this? What is this for?” They were told we are trying to change a culture. Mr. Gerrish said the 

other day Mrs. Potter came back and said that the teachers asked why we were not doing this for math. Teachers are 

now asking why we are not doing this everywhere.  

 

Personnel Policy Committee 
No one was present to represent the PPC.  

 

Motion #6 

Moved by Jason Weatherford and seconded by Audra Williams to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of the November 17, 2022 Board Meeting Minutes as 

presented.  

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
 

 

Motion #7 

Moved by Brad Rogers and seconded by Zack McMillon to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of the District Financial Report as presented.  

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
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Motion #8 

Moved by Audra Williams and seconded by Brad Rogers to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of (5) Incoming Student Transfer Petitions as listed below. 

 
1) Administration recommends approval of an Incoming Student Transfer Petition for a 7 year old student to attend 

the GCT School District from the Nettleton School District. 

2) Administration recommends approval of an Incoming Student Transfer Petition for a 6 year old student to attend 

the GCT School District from the Paragould School District.  

3) Administration recommends approval of an Incoming Student Transfer Petition for an 11 year old student to 

attend the GCT School District from the Paragould School District. 

4) Administration recommends approval of an Incoming Student Transfer Petition for a 14 year old student and an 

18 year old student to attend the GCT School District from the Paragould School District.  

5) Administration recommends approval of an Incoming Student Transfer Petition for an 8 year old student, a 9 year 

old student, and a 13 year old student to attend the GCT School District from the Paragould School District. 

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
 

Motion #9 

Moved by Brad Rogers and seconded by Terry Norwood to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of the adoption of a Resolution/Contract Disclosure Form 

which would allow the district to enter into a contract with Madison Tedder, who is the 

daughter of Tim Roswell, who is a Board Member at Greene County Tech School District. 

Mrs. Tedder is a special education teacher and tutors virtual special education students as part of 

the school’s efforts to make gains from learning loss that occurred due to COVID. This will keep 

the district in compliance with ACT 1955 of 2001. (See attached) 

 

  

Motion Carried, 6 to 0 (Tim Roswell stepped out during this motion.) 
 

Motion #10 

Moved by Audra Williams and seconded by Jason Weatherford to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of the First and Second Reading of Revisions to the Math and 

Literacy Instructional Facilitator Job Descriptions combining those to create the new 

Instructional Facilitator Job Description as presented. (See attached) 
 

Brad Rogers asked if we were just combining them to make it more flexible and Mr. Gerrish said yes. Mrs. Potter 

said we are just removing the wording that would be specific to one or the other. Brad asked what kind of flexibility 

that would be and asked if there were one of each in the building right now. Kodie said in the lower buildings  

traditionally we had a math and literacy. This will allow us to get more flexible with what their job is. We did not fill 

one of our positions at Primary, we have an administrator there that was our Instructional Facilitator for math and 

we have that spot covered. She may need some classroom observations and feedback, but she can handle the other 

parts of it. We might be able to help plug someone into Middle School to help facilitate the meetings we will have or 

run some data. So, from now on when we hire, it will be more of a flexible position. Mr. Gerrish said this is not a 

new salary, we are just restructuring the wording for the flexibility that has been described. The salary sat there 

unused this year because of all the late moves in the summer. We could have hired a math facilitator in late July but 

it would have been a classroom teacher and we could not have replaced a classroom teacher that late in the game. 

Kodie told board members they met with all the facilitators, and they know their jobs are secure and will not change. 

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
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Motion #11 

Moved by Zack McMillon and seconded by Terry Norwood to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of a quote in the amount of $16,031.24 (not including tax) from 

SHI for the renewal of Microsoft Office and Server License Agreement. This will be paid 

from the Technology Budget. (See attached) 
 

Zack asked if this was an every year renewal and Brian Brightwell said yes. Mr. Gerrish noted that the price did not 

increase from last year.  

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
 

 

Motion #12 

Moved by Jason Weatherford and seconded by Audra Williams to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of a quote in the amount of $54,205.37 (including tax) from 

Access Data for District Fiber Projects as presented. This will be paid from ESSER III and 

Bond Restructure Money. Quotes were received from (3) different companies and are listed 

below. (See attached) 

 
Access Data - $54,205.37 (including tax) 

BlueSky Technologies - $50,612.33 (including tax) 

Gateway Sight and Sound - $51,474.89 (including tax) 

 
Tim Roswell said he assumed there was a reason for recommending the higher bid. Brian said he strongly believed 

there were some things left out in the other bids. He said he knew for a fact that in the top one there is a lift they 

have to use that they have rented, and it is close to $2,000.00. He said the others did not have that listed in the quote 

and we do not have one so we would have to pay for that. Brad asked who did the most recent fiber project and 

Brian said Access Data did the fieldhouse at the High School and Blue Sky did the new addition at the Jr. High. Mr.  

Gerrish said we have used both companies before and this price differential is justifiable in our minds with past 

experience. He said the price is too close for us to not choose the one we had the best experience with. Mr. Gerrish 

also said the Baseball/Softball piece has to tie in with the indoor facility and Access Data did the indoor facility. 

That doesn’t mean another company couldn’t do it, but Access Data knows where everything is in that building 

because they put it in and have record of it. Mr. Gerrish said the board could do whatever they want to do but the 

recommendation is to take the higher bid. He also mentioned this is not normal for us because we typically go with 

the low bid whenever we can. Tim said it makes sense to use this company because of the need to tie in to the indoor 

facility. He said it could end up costing us more if we use a different company that isn’t familiar with the indoor 

facility. Zack asked if there was anything with Blue Sky that we didn’t like and Brian said no, the quality of work is 

not as neat or labeled as good, but he does like them.  

 

 

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
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Motion #13 

Moved by Brad Rogers and seconded by Terry Norwood to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval for GCT to send a team to Bulkley, Washington for 

Professional Development on January 8-11, 2023. This team will consist of four 

administrators, one instructional facilitator, and two board members. The cost for this trip will 

not exceed $15,000.00. (See attached) 

 
Mr. Gerrish thanked the board for the opportunity and said he thought it was a very powerful statement that we have 

two board members that are interested in going. He said he hopes that some of the other board members can go to 

some of the closer trips.  

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
 

Motion #14 

Moved by Zack McMillon and seconded by Terry Norwood to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of a quote in the amount of $6,200.00 or $100.00 per acre (not 

including tax) per year from NEA Turf Care. This is a two-year quote. Quotes were received 

from (2) different companies and are listed below. (See attached) 

 
NEA Turf Care $6,200.00 or $100.00 per acre (not including tax) 

Sunrise Lawn & Garden $6,754.90 or $108.95 per acre (not including tax) 

 
Brad asked if this covered the beds around the buildings and Mr. Gerrish said no, it covers all the grass. Brad asked 

who does the beds and Mr. Gerrish said when we can, we have maintenance men who help with that and a few 

custodians who are able to help with that kind of work. Mr. Gerrish said that is a pet peeve of his and he drives 

around occasionally then calls Donnie and asks him to put a certain campus on a priority list. He said the truth is that 

we are short staffed in maintenance and many times that work gets pushed aside because other things need to be 

repaired. Brad asked if it would be possible to see what the cost would be if NEA Turf Care could add this in. Mr. 

Gerrish said he did not mind getting a bid for this, in fact pre-covid, he did some of that work and got a few bids. He 

wanted to see what it would cost to have a company come around twice a year to trim, clean, & spray. Mr. Gerrish 

said it is a burden on our maintenance staff because we cannot get everything done. Zack said it sounds like the Agri 

Department needs to help, maybe some kids. Mr. Gerrish said if he is not mistaken, Agri does take care of the High 

School beds and planters. Audra said she would like to see what bids look like but she would also like to go to 

students and assign them a bed for the year. Mr. Gerrish said an idea would be certain clubs adopting an area. Mr. 

Gerrish said he would have to check with some of the liabilities of students doing that.  Brad said whoever does it, 

He believes that it speaks to the professionalism of the institution. Mr. Gerrish said he would put Mr. Jordan on this 

and would get some bids.  

 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
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Motion #15 

Moved by Brad Rogers and seconded by Jason Weatherford to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of (2) Outgoing Student Transfer Petitions as listed below. 
 

1) Administration recommends approval of an Outgoing Student Transfer Petition for a 13 year old student and a 7 

year old student to attend the Paragould School District.  
2) Administration recommends approval of an Outgoing Student Transfer Petition for a 12 year old student to attend 

the Brookland School District.  
 

  

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
 

At this time, Tim Roswell dismissed the board to go into executive session to discuss 

personnel matters. (7:00 pm) 

 

Tim Roswell called the meeting back to order after executive session. (7:35 pm) 

 

Motion #16 

Moved by Jason Weatherford and seconded by Zack McMillon to accept the Administration’s 

recommendation for approval of personnel as listed. 

 
Resignation 

     1. Kyra Holt - Resigns from her Paraprofessional position at Preschool, effective November 17, 2022. 

     2. Rebecca Scruggs - Resigns from her Speech Pathologist position at Elementary School, effective December 

31, 2022. 

     3. Jeff Combs - Resigns from his Bus Driving position, effective December 9, 2022. 

     4. Sadie Coleman - Resigns from her Paraprofessional position in the Day Treatment Classroom at Jr. High 

School, effective January 6, 2023. 

     5. Mary Davis - Resigns from her Administrative Assistant position in the High School Counselor’s Office. Her  

         last working day will be June 30, 2023. This is for retirement purposes. 

     6. Nicole Wright – Resigns from her Personal Care Paraprofessional position at Elementary School, effective 

         December 14, 2022. 

     7. Darlene Horton - Resigns from her Teaching and Coaching positions, effective at the end of the 2022-2023 

         school year. This is for retirement purposes.  

     8. Vicki Bradsher - Resigns from her Administrative Assistant position at Jr. High School, effective at the end 

          of the 2022-2023 school year. This is for retirement purposes.  
         
Leave of Absence 
     1. Allison Fletcher - Requests a Maternity Leave of Absence, effective approximately February 14, 2022 lasting  

         6 weeks. 
     2. Sarah Murrell - Requests a Medical Leave of Absence, effective October 5-December 8, 2022.  
     3. Stan Hunt - Requests a Medical Leave of Absence, effective November 17, 2022-December 16, 2022. 

    4. Brad Templeton - Requests a Medical Leave of Absence, effective November 17-December 19, 2022. 
 

Contract Adjustment 
     1. Tony Forehand - Adjust his contract adding duties of Bus Shop Supervisor, effective December 12, 2022. He 

         will receive a stipend in the amount of $3,000.00. This stipend will be prorated for the remainder of the 2022- 

         2023 school year. 
     2. Amy Kersey - Adjust her contract placing her on step 21 of the mental health employee salary schedule, 

         effective for the 2022-2023 school year.  
     3. Christy Morgan - Adjust her contract placing her on step 21 of the mental health employee salary schedule, 

         effective for the 2022-2023 school year.   
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Classified Employment  
     1. Linda Eaton - Employ as a Custodian at High School, effective January 2, 2023. She will be placed on step 11 

         of the custodial salary schedule and contracted for 245 days.  
     2. Jeff Brasher - Employ as a Bus Driver for an Extra Long Route, effective December 12, 2022. He will be 

         placed on step 1 of the bus driver extra-long route salary schedule.  
 

 

Motion Carried, 7 to 0 
 

Superintendent’s Update – Mr. Scott Gerrish, Superintendent 

 
January Events 

16th – Holiday (No School) 

19th – Monthly School Board Meeting 

28th – Miss GCT Pageant 
 
Mr. Gerrish talked about Keena Smith and told board members that she works in the Special Programs office. He 

stated that her main job was to bill for Medicaid and showed them a printed Medicaid profile. Most schools do not 

take advantage of ARMAC funds because it requires a lot of work going through Medicaid documents. Mr. Gerrish 

told board members that Keena makes a lot of money through ARMAC for GCT. He said last year we received over 

$627,000.00 and this year $715,000.00.  

Mr. Gerrish talked to the board about our JROTC Program and the two instructors. He told board members we lost 

Col. Antoline and we have been without a commissioned officer since then. Mr. Gerrish said he met with Sgt. 

Burlingame this week and he wanted to work on some research with a possible recommendation in the future. He 

stated if we want to keep the JROTC program we will need to beef it up a little for the commissioned officer. Sgt. 

Burlingame is the non-commissioned officer, and he is on a 9 month contract, they both used to be on a 12 month 

contract, and he wanted his contract reduced because he likes his summers off. Mr. Gerrish said the commissioned 

officer may need to be extended to 12 month and we may need to look at a stipend to go along with it. He said that 

other schools who are not having trouble attracting commissioned officers, they have sweetened the pot. We have 

not gotten any applicants and we are coming up on a year of working with the Air Force trying to attract someone to 

GCT to help run this program. Mr. Gerrish mentioned the MIP (Minimum Instructor Pay) and stated that the Air 

Force had a minimum standard and they say we will meet you halfway up to this dollar amount so they will pay half 

of the salary and we pay the other half. If we want to do more than that, we must pay the extra salary. Terry asked if 

there were other branches of the military that do this and if it would be a possibility to switch to make it easier to get 

someone. Mr. Gerrish said there are other branches that do this, but he isn’t sure if it would be easier to get 

someone. He said that would be part of his research because he thinks the Air Force would like to stay with GCT 

and we would like to keep them, but if we can’t get anyone it needs to be researched.  

Mr. Gerrish talked to the board about 240 day contracted employees and what has historically been done for them in 

the past is to give them the day off on their last day before Christmas Break. Mr. Gerrish told the board they did not 

have to let them have off that last day, it was just a perk day. He told board members that tomorrow is the last day 

for students and teachers, but 240 contract staff (ag teachers, principals, superintendents, assistant principals, and a 

few other directors and staff) are contracted to work Monday and Tuesday next week. In the past, the 

Superintendents have allowed them to work summer hours on Monday and give them the day off on Tuesday. He 

also stated that other schools in the area allow their principals to count parent/teacher conferences as a work day but 

we do not. Mr. Gerrish said with the board’s blessing, he would like to work 240 people summer hours on Monday 

and let them off on Tuesday, but he would be here on Tuesday. Audra asked what summer hours are and Mr. 

Gerrish said they have varied through the years depending on the Superintendent and need. He said for years we 

worked 8-3 Monday-Thursday and 8-12 on Friday. The past two years we have worked 7:30-3:00 Monday – 

Thursday and 7:30-12:00 on Friday. We had a lot of summer work for maintenance and custodial so we worked 

longer hours. The board said if Mr. Gerrish saw everyone was caught up on Monday to send them home at noon if 

he could.  
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Mr. Gerrish told board members about Cyber insurance and said it would be a long-drawn-out thing. He said the 

best insurance he thought we could get was the big server that we could store our network configurations on. He said 

he would keep them updated on that, but he may not have another report for a couple of months.  

Mr. Gerrish told board members that we bought everything we need to buy with special projects money except the 

second school vehicle but we are not needing it right now. We will do the bulk of our professional development this 

summer in house. Mr. Gerrish said he would like to train our people to be experts to train our people. He said he 

would like to keep the second vehicle on the table for next summer.  

Mr. Gerrish said we will hold off on the High School Sign because it has been working perfect for the past two 

months. We think it is the heat and when it gets hot it is overheating. He said we need to leave it on the table in case 

it starts glitching again.  

Mr. Gerrish said the last update he had was on construction. He said we have some preliminary first stage drawings 

on one of our classroom additions at Intermediate. We do not have anything back yet on the Middle School. We 

should get the final drawings sometime in January on the Preschool/Primary project, which means it would be ready 

to go to the state for approval. Once it gets approved and comes back, Nahbolz is free to set up bid packets and go 

out for bid. Mr. Gerrish said his goal is to start that building by May. On the Baseball/Softball, we have all but one 

slab poured, all of the footings poured, they are laying block on dugouts and bullpens, the Baseball press box is 

done, and they will be starting soon on the slab and blocks for the concession stand. Mr. Gerrish said we are about 

two weeks behind and stated at this point in the game we might be able to have our first game when they get back 

from their Spring Break trip, but realistically it will probably be the first part of April.  

 

Mr. Jordan showed a brief slideshow with positives throughout the district. (See attached)  

 

With no other business to be addressed, Tim Roswell adjourned the meeting. (8:05 p.m.) 
                           

 

 

 

 

        _________________________________________ 

   Board President 

 

 

                   _____________________________ 

             Board Secretary  


